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sony pictures classics has partnered with the science museum in london
for what it believes will be a first in the uk: a free, non-staged,
synchronised screening of the long-awaited blockbuster woman in
vegas.the screening, on december 2, will take place at the science
museum, and will be followed by a live q&a session with stars natalie
portman and director justin lin. problem: it doesnt do 4k recording
although it is a 4.2 x 2.8″. the only thing i noticed was that it doesnt have
a shoulder button for handheld (which is kinda sad).pros: 2k front facing
camera, 1080p movie shooting..its got a 2k front facing camera, 1080p
movie shooting. recorded using the media fusion cs 4k hd video camera,
this epic action film from director erik kirkendal follows the story of a
mob hitman who has to choose between his family, who is under attack,
and protecting his own life, by taking out the people responsible for the
killing. “my mind is open to everything,” says director kevin smith. “the
irony of this project, the war between me and myself, is that i can change
the entire narrative of the hate u give.there was two big things i wanted
to do on this project, and i wanted to put them in the film.”smith said
that he and producer eric vespe explored the “what if a mob hitman
comes back to see his family and it turns out that they actually are
terrible people?” idea that would be the core of the film.smith also
thought it would be intriguing if he could go from being a mob hitman,
where death is everywhere, to a film where he did something entirely
different. “that’s sort of the alter-ego i play in each film,” he says.“it was
just meant to be different.the idea of taking the movie in two different
directions. all the ideas, all the strings that are wound in those directions,
those decisions were made before this movie was finished.”
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it is not that it doesn’t have its moments: its so complete in its vision of
political upheaval and its theme of resistance to the authority of the state

that it seems as if the director were trying to prove that this is indeed
what he thinks of as the real china. its china, and its history, and its

people, but its china as if it were a nation that should be remembered not
for its achievements but for its failings, and theres something very

repellent about that. the film is brilliant in its imaginative insight, and in
its originality, and in the resonance of its ideas. but it also seems

constructed from the outside in, as if the director had been asked to
make a movie about a country he didnt know anything about, and had
just picked the most interesting bits. the result is a very odd feeling of

confidence on the part of a director whose previous work is so cautious,
and so measured, that it has to be said that this is, in its way, a very

daring film. its an ambitious film, and a very successful one, and it proves
that a director can make a compelling movie out of a very shapeless

theme. even though its so horribly predictable, so distasteful, so ugly, it
still manages to be, in a way, astonishingly good. its a very big movie,
and its no mean achievement to try and make a film that big and that
complex and that fast and that packed with dialogue and with so many
characters, and in so many situations, and all of them held together by
the narrative, and the designs, and the photography. its a movie that is,
at the same time, absorbing and entertaining, and scary, and moving. its
wonderful to watch it: the only way you can watch a movie like this is to
look away. and yet, you cant look away, because you cant bear to look

away. it’s a big, wicked, magnificent, original and original-looking movie,
and it will make you think, and it will make you weep, and it will make
you shake your head. and, for all that, its absolutely relentless. its the

kind of film that would be very, very easy to hate, and very, very easy to
enjoy. 5ec8ef588b
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